Biological Sciences Safety Training: quiz(izes) and a checklist must be completed before conducting any research activities or entering any labs

3. Facilities
   
a. Buller Greenhouse and CTC (for volunteers)
   
i. Buller & CTC Greenhouse WHMIS Quiz
      
      You must register at:
      

      When registering, use your UofM email address (if you do not have one, email scisafe@umanitoba.ca to request a sponsored WHMIS account).

      *Betty Lerner will send an email with the instructions to complete the quiz.*

   
   ii. Site-specific Safety Training to be completed onsite with the Greenhouse Technician (Checklist)

      *Betty Lerner will provide the appropriate checklist once the quiz(es) has/have been completed. You can also request a specific Safety Checklist from scisafe@umanitoba.ca*

      *To complete the safety training the checklist must be kept by the trainee and an electronic copy sent to both the supervisor and scisafe@umanitoba.ca*

   
b. Autoclaves
   
   i. Quiz for BSB & Duff Roblin Bldg.

      Email [Jacylyn.Villanueva@umanitoba.ca](mailto:Jacylyn.Villanueva@umanitoba.ca) for Buller Bldg autoclave training or [Carl.Szczerski@umanitoba.ca](mailto:Carl.Szczerski@umanitoba.ca) for BSB/Duff Roblin autoclave training

   
   For more information contact [Sylvie Renault](mailto:Sylvie.Renault)